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Editorial
By Stephen Ryan

Next Gen Officer, Gerard 
Puglisi, has now finished 
his off-season road trip 

from Mossman to Ballina and 
back again. Along the way Gerard 
caught up with many old friends 
as well as meeting new industry people and expanding the Next 
Gen network.

Whilst on the road, Gerard co-hosted a stall at Ag.Trade.
Life with Next Gen sponsor, Advanced Nutrients. The Mackay-
based event was held over two days at the end of May and saw 
a good turnout.

Next Gen was also happy to host a stall at this years’ 
Australian Society of Sugar Cane Technologists (ASSCT) 
Conference held at Jupiters Casino on the Gold Coast. It 
was great to see so many people stopping by to have a chat 
about the program. Delegates from countries across the world 
were especially keen to hear about Australia’s young sugar 
participant program.

We are very excited to feature our first ‘Spotlight on 
Next Gen Researcher’ segment. Danielle Skocaj from Sugar 
Research Australia (SRA) is a very talented young researcher 
based in Tully; I know you will enjoy reading her story.

I would also like to make a special mention of the 
Bundaberg and Isis Next Gen group. Gavin, Josh and Matt are 
doing a great job as Reps in their areas and are organising some 
very interesting field trips.

If you have not already started harvesting no doubt you are 
in full swing preparation for the start of the crush in your area. 
On behalf all at Next Gen I would like to wish everyone a safe 
and happy harvest!

Remember to keep up to date with all that is going on via 
our website, nextgenfarmer.com, our Facebook page ‘Next 
Gen’ or follow us on Twitter; @nextgenfarmer. To receive 
the monthly Next Gen Farmer E-Newsletter, please email 
nextgenfarmers@gmail.com n
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Growing up on her family sugarcane farm in the Lower 
Tully district of the Tully Mill area has instilled a 
real love for farming and family in young researcher 

Danielle Skocaj. 
As a child, Danielle spent a lot of time following her Dad 

and Nonno around the farm, riding on tractors and working in 
the shed.

“They would always be trying to fix or build something 
and I would be watching on or tasked with fetching tools and 
equipment,” says Danielle.

“My mother‘s family also has a sugarcane growing 
background (in the Herbert), so farming was always talked 
around the dinner table.”

In 2004, Danielle completed a Bachelor of Agricultural 
Science specialising in Rural Technology with Class I Honours 
at the University of Queensland, Gatton Campus. After 
graduating, Danielle landed a role as an Extension Officer at 
BSES Limited and is now a Research Agronomist with Sugar 
Research Australian (SRA) in Tully.

 I thoroughly enjoyed working as an extension officer but the 
turning point was when I started spending time assisting Alan 
Hurney with some of his research projects,” Danielle says.

“I enjoy looking for answers to problems that are affecting 

the sustainability of the industry and am thankful I was offered 
the opportunity to become a Research Agronomist.

“I hope that the research I am involved in will deliver 
practical outcomes for growers to help them remain profitable 
and become better respected by environmentalists.”

Danielle around 3 year_s old inspecting her 
Grandfather’s burnt crop of Q138 prior to harvest

Spotlight on Next Gen Researcher –
Danielle Skocaj

Storage area for soil samples collected 
for nutrient analysis from small plot N 
rate trials
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Passion for job and industry
Danielle’s love for her job is clear and she is passionate 

about the future of the Australian sugar industry.
“I love waking up in the morning knowing I’m going to 

collect soil samples, harvest a trial, prepare plant samples for 
analysis or analyse data as the results of these activities will 
provide important information to the industry and ultimately 
benefit the grower, miller and environment.

“Even though there are days when you’re drenched from 
rain, your face is stinging from leaf blade cuts, you can’t 
stop itching and the sun is so hot you think you might pass 
out, at the end of the day you walk away with a real sense of 
accomplishment.”
And in her spare time!

As well as working as a full time researcher for SRA, 
helping out on her family farm and renovating her home, 
Danielle is studying a Doctor of Philosophy which she hopes to 
complete later this year. 

“My PhD project is investigating the impact of different 
climatic conditions on the N requirement of sugarcane in the 
Tully region.

“I hope this research will contribute towards improved 
nitrogen use efficiency, profitability and environmental 
sustainability.

“Once I complete my PhD, my goal is to be able to spend 
more time with growers and productivity services staff as I 
believe we can all learn something from each other and need to 
keep working together to grow the industry,” Danielle says.

Finding mentors becoming an issue
Danielle has concerns for the future of the sugar industry 

when it comes to mentors, saying that this is an issue for all 
young people - not only those in the farming sector.

“Mentoring and succession planning is becoming a real 
issue as many of our highly experienced researchers have 
retired in recent years and it’s going to be difficult for younger 
researchers to find suitable mentors.

“I was lucky enough to work alongside Alan Hurney in 
Tully for a few years where I learnt many skills that I would 
never be able to read about in a text book.

“A lot of my mentors spent their entire working life in the 
sugar industry, often in the same role, but I think the younger 
generation has become too focused on climbing the corporate 
ladder, chasing large salaries, meaning they don’t stay in the 
same place for too long.

“I know the younger generation can bring a lot of 
enthusiasm and passion to the industry and would like to ask 
the industry for patience as us ‘young ones’ try to find our 
feet because we have some pretty big shoes to fill,” Danielle 
concludes. n

Glen Park (SRA Herbert) and Danielle 
Skocaj (SRA Tully) loading urea into a 
single row variable rate fertiliser box
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Next Gen was pleased to host a stall at the recent 
Australian Society of Sugar Cane Technologist 
(ASSCT) Conference held at Jupiter’s Casino on the 

Gold Coast.
This provided a great opportunity to catch up with old 

friends and talk to young millers and researchers about their 
vision for future of the sugar industry.

The ASSCT Conference was attended by over 320 delegates 
involved in the sugarcane industry including growers, millers, 
scientists and technologists from Australia and overseas.

At the Conference, experts shared new found knowledge, 
skills and technology related to the sugarcane industry with 50 
scientific research papers and 17 posters presented at the event 
held from Tuesday, April 29 to Thursday, May 1, 2014.
Where have all the ‘techos’ gone?

A major concern raised at the event was Australia’s capacity 
to educate enough Scientists, Technologists, Engineers and 
Mathematicians (STEM) in the future. It was the view of Dr 
Rosyln Prinsley from the Office of the Chief Scientist that this 
is diminishing rapidly.

Employment in STEM occupations is projected to grow at 
almost twice the pace of other occupations in the next decade – 
creating a huge demand globally.

“Developed countries like ours depend on maths and science 
as we seek to compete and thrive in an increasingly competitive 
and challenging world,” said Roslyn. “We know that quantitative 
skills are becoming more important for a wide range of science 
disciplines, yet very few universities demand maths as a pre-
requisite for science degrees – or even maths degrees.

“Evidence shows that students need intermediate or 
advanced maths scores to pass science in the first year of 
university. Yet high school mathematic enrolments are in stark 
contrast to the demand for undergraduate STEM degrees.”

In 2012, there were 97,000 students commencing STEM 
undergraduate degrees and only 63,000 intermediate and 
advanced maths students graduating from Year 12 high school.
Australia falling behind

Internationally PISA testing shows that the science 
knowledge of 15 year old Australians has dropped from third 
place in 2000 to 16th place in 2012 and for maths we have 
plunged from second place in 2000 to 17th place in 2012.

Another international test, PIAAC shows the Australian 
workforce aged 16–64 years of age scored way below the 
OECD average in numeracy. Also over nine million Australians 
aged 15 to 74 years lack the basic numeracy skills to be able to 
cope equitably with life in the 21st century.

“These staggering results should be of concern to all 
industries relying on STEM occupations.

“Australia needs to launch a national marketing campaign 
to promote the exciting, innovative and profitable careers 
that students can have as a scientist, technologist, engineer or 
mathematician.

“We also need to attract and retain Australia's current 
STEM researchers, by providing better job security, career 
development with longer term employment contracts – rather 
than employing researchers linked to short-term funded 
research projects,” cautioned Roslyn.

ASSCT’s commitment to funding awards and educational 
bursaries annually for sugarcane researchers and technicians is a 
significant step in the right director for the sugarcane industry.

Roslyn concluded her presentation by recommending the 
industry engage with young students more frequently and 
continuing to provide scholarships in STEM education to build 
future capacity.. n

Next Gen heads to the casino – for 
ASSCT Conference that is!

Dr Roslyn Prinsley addresses 
ASSCT Conference.

A great time had by all – Amanda Sheppard Admin Officer ACFA (left) 
and Gerard Puglisi ACFA Northern Region Director and Next Gen Officer 
met with a happy trio of NSW mill workers and this issue’s Next Gen 
Researcher Danielle Skocaj from SRA at the ASSCT Conference.
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The Bundaberg and Isis Next Gen group met on Thursday 
15th May. Twenty seven people (including some new 
faces) were given a conducted tour of the Sugar Terminal 

at the Bundaberg Port by Cathy Kelly from Queensland Sugar 
Limited. The group was very interested to see how the sugar 
was bulk handled and suitably impressed not only at the size of 
the storages but also the huge quantity of sugar they housed – 
sugar that the group members had helped to produce.

The group adjourned to the Blue Water Club at Burnett 
Heads where they gathered together for an informal small 
group meeting that discussed:

 n Electricity Prices and the Decision making forum. Attendees 
were encouraged to sign the petition to support the 
Canegrowers push for 33 per cent cut to electricity prices.

 n SmartCane BMP program.
 n Sugar Mill updates, including information about the recent 

fire at Bingera Mill.

 n The current situation in the fertiliser industry with an 
overview from Gary Murdoch-Brown of EcoCatalyst (aka 
Advanced Nutrients) who offered a special incentive to 
Next Gen participants.

 n The GIVE conference at Innisfail.
 n Ongoing events of Next Gen.
 n Satellite Yield Map imagery of the 2014 crop.
 n QSL update from Cathy Kelly.

BMRG update from Nikki Hellyer and Craig Turton
Special thanks must go to Cathy for the tour around the 

Sugar Terminal and Gary for his very generous and much 
appreciated refreshment contribution at the Club.

The meeting and associated social gathering was deemed a 
great success and the group is looking forward to the next meeting 
in about two months’ time – keep tuned for further details. n

Getting big and bulky at 
Bundaberg Sugar Terminal

Bundaberg/Isis Next Gen group headed to the port 
to see how the end product they have worked hard 
to produce is stored and handled.

From cane in the field to crystal in the shed –  
the big shed!

And then it was on to  
Ag Trade Life at Mackay
Next Gen was happy to host a stall at this year’s 
Community Bank AG Trade Life Agricultural Exhibition in 
Mackay with Advanced Nutrients.
The event was held on May 23–24 at the Mackay 
Showgrounds and attracted thousands of visitors.
Next Gen and Advanced Nutrients’ shared stall was one of 
about 100 exhibitors who took part in the exhibition which 
promoted, celebrated and showcased agriculture from 
across the regions of Mackay, Isaac and Whitsunday.
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry Minister John McVeigh 
officially opened the event say the event would give people 
a better understanding of the rural industry.
“These agricultural exhibitions are vitally important to the 
local agricultural industry,” John said.
“Agriculture is always there for the long-term and that’s 
why expos and exhibitions like this are so important.”
Next Gen would like to thank all of those who stopped by 
the stall. 
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YOUNG FARMERS, 
RESEARCHERS & 

MILLERS, IT’S YOUR 
CHANCE TO...STEP UP! 

Register your interest for Step UP! 2015 today! 

As the next generation of the sugar industry 
you can lead the conversation about 
innovation, sustainability and profitability at 
the Next Gen Step UP! 2015 conference. 
 
Join us to influence our industry’s future and: 
• discuss issues with national and international agri-
business leaders; 
• be inspired by innovative people in our industry; 
• get invaluable advice from leaders in finance & 
accountancy; 
• meet and network with others in the sugar industry; 
and 
• of course, have fun in a beautiful tropical North 
Queensland location! 

  

Register by emailing 
nextgenfarmers@gmail.com 



Queensland Sugar Limited 
(QSL) is confident about 
its future and that of those 

who remain in the QSL system, 
regardless of Wilmar’s decision 
to remove itself and its growers 
from the Queensland sugar 
industry’s proven collaborative 
marketing system.

But QSL CEO, Greg Beashel, 
said he was very concerned about 
the future of Wilmar growers who, 
through Wilmar’s decision, will 
be removed from the QSL system 
and exposed to a different level of risk and profit transparency.

“It is very surprising that Wilmar has provided a formal 
notice to QSL when the feedback we have received is that 
growers overwhelmingly reject Wilmar’s proposed marketing 
arrangement,” Greg said.

“Our understanding is that growers have major concerns 
about potential conflicts of interest and transparency implicit in 
Wilmar’s commercial model – as opposed to QSL’s not-for-
profit industry-owned model.”

Greg said Wilmar had also given notice at a time when 
discussions seeking an industry-agreed outcome that added 
value and provided fairness for all, were still underway.

“Everything that Wilmar is proposing can be done through 
QSL – with industry agreement – and with no conflict of 
interest, high levels of transparency and optimal returns for 
growers and millers alike,” Greg said.

“The majority of millers and growers support QSL because 
it provides an unparalleled level of transparency and fairness 
for growers and millers and the entire sugar industry.

“QSL has no other motivation or drivers than to maximise 
the pool price for its members. Wilmar is an international 
company with many different businesses all focused on driving 
shareholder profits.

“QSL is a not-for-profit company and therefore 100 per cent 
of the value we create is passed back to growers and millers. 
We have no conflict of interest and our motivation is to achieve 
the best returns for the entire Queensland sugar industry.

“We hope that during the next three years, while Wilmar 
remains in the QSL system, that they will reconsider their 
options and work with the industry to come to an industry-
agreed outcome that brings them back into the collaborative 
approach for the benefit of the entire sugar industry.”

Greg said this wasn’t the first time QSL had responded to 
change within the industry.

“We have proven time and again our ability to respond to 
our members’ changing needs, while returning the best value 
for growers and millers alike,” Greg said.

“QSL has a long track record of consistently outperforming 
market benchmarks and in 2012/13 Financial Year, 
outperformed the market benchmark by an average of $20 per 
tonne IPS in QSL-managed ICE11 pools.

“QSL is confident about its future, as we have continually 
adapted to and thrived upon change within the industry and 
global markets throughout our long history.

“We have a strong value proposition to offer the industry. We 
have sufficient tonnage (1.5m), robust marketing and management 
system, and secure and growing markets to continue to make a 
highly competitive offer to growers, millers and customers alike.

“We have been in discussions with our long-term customers 
and thank them for their ongoing support. They have told us 
that they like our producer-seller model and value the level of 
flexibility and quality assurance we can offer.” n
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Gerard Puglisi 
Next Gen Officer 
0412 417 717 
nextgen@acfa.com.au

Gerard Padovan 
Mossman Rep 
0416 034 953 
gnrpadovan@gmail.com

Erik D’Uros 
Innisfail Rep 
0428 247 405 
ejdurso@gmail.com

Carl Menzel 
Burdekin Rep 
0427 773 344 
mailsack@bigpond.com

Hayden Quabba 
Mackay Rep 
0400 266 012 
quabba621@hotmail.com

Phil Deguara 
Mackay Rep 
0417 796 468 
pfdeguara@bigpond.com

Gavin Lerch 
Bundaberg/Isis Rep 
0418 798 225 
grlerch@bundysugar.com.au

Josh Buchbach 
Bundaberg/Isis Rep 
0427 559 095 
Josh.buchbach@hotmail.com

Mat Kingston 
Isis Rep 
0427 614 401 
amantom77@gmail.com

Sam Mischke 
Rocky Point Rep 
0423 399 281 
lcmmischke1@bigpond.com

Monia Poel 
NSW Rep 
02 6683 4205 
richmondcane@gmail.com

Next Gen HQ 
(07) 3839 1900 
nextgenfarmers@gmail.com 
GPO Box 608, Brisbane, Q 4001Ne
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Confident strong future for QSL

Greg Beashel.


